OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT RULES
1.

Fallsview Casino Resort’s Blackjack 21 Tournament (the “Tournament”) is sponsored by Fallsview

Casino Resort (“Sponsors”). The Tournament will take place on May 24, 2017, July 21, 2017, November
17, 2017, January 19, 2018, March 25, 2018 (the “Tournament Date”) between the hours of 3:00 p.m.
and approximately 11:00 p.m.
2.	You must be an individual who is nineteen (19) years of age or older at the time of entry in order to be
eligible to enter the Tournament. Players must present valid, Government issued photo identification on
request. An eligible person who has entered the Tournament is referred to herein as a “Player”.
3.	The individuals listed below (“Excluded Individuals”) are NOT eligible to enter the Tournament. If
an Excluded Individual enters the Tournament (whether through fraud, error, or for any other reason)
and is subsequently declared a winner, the Excluded Individual will have their name removed from the
winners’ list and will not be awarded or have the right to be awarded any prize. If the Sponsor becomes
aware that a prize has been awarded to an Excluded Individual, the Sponsor has the right to demand
that the prize be returned in full and in kind to the Sponsor immediately upon serving the demand on
the Excluded Individual. The Sponsor reserves the right to commence legal action against an Excluded
Individual for the return of any prize awarded to that person.
		 (i) 	a ny individual participating in a voluntary self-exclusion program that applies to Fallsview
Casino Resort (the “Resort”);
		 (ii) 	any individual who has been restricted from access to the Resort or from playing casino
games as a condition of a court order;
		 (iii) 	any individual who has been restricted from access to the Resort or from playing casino
games by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (the “AGCO”);
		 (iv) 	any individual who is an employee, an officer, a member of the board of directors, an
Executive Director, an executive, a representative, an agent, or a partner of any one of the
following: the Sponsor, the Falls Management Company or Falls Management Group L.P., any
promotional or advertising agencies involved in this Tournament, and any persons domiciled
with any of the foregoing individuals;
		 (v) 	any individual who is an executive or staff member of any trade union that represents or
negotiates on behalf of employees employed at the Resort;
		 (vi) 	any individual who is an employee of a supplier that is registered under Ontario’s Gaming
Control Act who repairs or maintains gaming equipment at the Resort;
		 (vii) any individual who is a member or employee of the AGCO; or
		 (viii)	any individual who is an officer, member of the board of directors, or employee of the Ontario
Lottery and Gaming Corporation (“OLG”) who is registered as a CAT1 gaming assistant.
4.	The Sponsor reserves the right to deny an individual entry into the Tournament or reject an individual,
once registered, for any reason which, in its sole judgment and discretion, it deems proper, or as
authorized by law.
5.	In the event that an individual, including but not limited to an Excluded Individual, has been declared
a winner but then subsequently disqualified, all declared winners that ranked below the disqualified
individual will move up in the ranking of winners accordingly.
6.	The Sponsor reserves the right to cancel or alter the Tournament for any reason. If cancelled, the
Sponsor will use commercially reasonable efforts to notify all Players and entry fees will be returned
but shall have no other or further liability to the Players.
7.	For the purpose of tournament play, the Tournament Official can be one of the following: Table Games
Pit Manager or above and VIP Player Services Manager or above.
8.	Entry fee is two hundred and fifty ($250) dollars in Canadian Currency. Should a Player not qualify to
proceed to the Semi-Final Round, they may re-buy once (at a cost of $250) into a second qualifying
session (based on availability). Re-buys must be paid by either cash or credit card.
9.	Entries into the Tournament are non-transferable, and will not be substituted for their cash value. No
cancellation of Buy-In spots will be permitted beginning seven (7) days prior to the tournament.
10.	Players can register on the day of the tournament at the Registration Desk at Fallsview Casino Resort.
11.	All registered Players are required to report to the tournament area ten (10) minutes prior to their
scheduled round time and tournament staff will seat Players. Once seated, Players may not leave their
seats until the completion of their session.
12.	The Sponsor reserves the right to extend a complimentary offer in the tournament based on sole
judgment and discretion.
13.
The official tournament time will be displayed within the tournament area.
14.	Rounds cannot be delayed due to late arrival. Players who arrive late may result in forfeiting their round
and will receive a zero (0) score for that round.
15.	Seat assignments will be randomly assigned on a first come, first served basis when a Player registers
for the tournament/event. If needed, a Manual Registration Procedure will occur and seat assignments
will occur at the table by the Table Games Associate shuffling numbered cards face down for each
Player to randomly select their seat.
16.	The tournament will consist of three (3) Qualifying Rounds, one (1) Semi-Final Round and one (1)
Championship Round. Tables will be made up of a maximum of seven (7) Players. The two (2) Players
with the highest chip total at their table at the end of their qualifying round (the “Qualifier”) will
proceed to the Semi-Final Round. The Player with the highest chip total at their table at the end of
their Semi-Final Round, will proceed to the Championship Round.
17.	Players will be given two thousand ($2,000) dollars in tournament chips at the beginning of the
Qualifying and Semi-Final Round. Championship Round Players will be given five thousand ($5,000)
dollars in tournament chips. The chips given to the Player are for the sole use of that Player to
participate in the round of the tournament they were issued for. For the Qualifying and Semi-Final

Round, the minimum bet is twenty-five ($25) dollars, and the maximum bet is five hundred ($500)
dollars. In the Championship Round the minimum bet is one hundred ($100) dollars and the maximum
bet is two thousand five hundred ($2,500) dollars.
18.	Players must wager the table minimum on each hand, for that round. When a Player has less than the
table minimum, they are required to bet the full amount of their remaining chips.
19.	Players may only play one (1) hand in each round of play, with the exception of splitting and doubling
down, where regular Fallsview Casino Resort rules will apply.
20.
Players may not transfer, give, borrow, or exchange chips with other Players.
21.	All chips must be organized by denomination and must remain in full view of the dealer or above, at
all times. If the Tournament Official deems that a Player is attempting to hide or disguise the values
of tournament chips in their possession, the Sponsor reserves the right to rearrange the chips and/or
disqualify the Player.
22.	Each shoe will contain a total of eight (8) decks and a cushion of approximately two (2) decks.
23.	A tournament marker will be used to indicate the first Player of the hand. The marker will be moved in a
clockwise direction at the end of each hand. All bets will be placed in the following manner, the Player
with the tournament marker will bet first, and then the Player to his left shall bet, etc. Once a bet is
made, it cannot be changed.
24.	The Player must act on their hand in a timely manner. Failure to do so, will result in a warning by the
Table Supervisor. Further delay may result in disqualification from the tournament.
25.	The two (2) highest scoring Players from each table in the Qualifying Round will advance to the SemiFinal Round.
26.	Ties will only be broken if needed in the Qualifying and Semi-Final Rounds. The tied Players will
participate in a six (6) hand sudden death Round. Players will retain their seats from the round. Should
Players continue to be tied, additional sudden death periods will be played until a winner is determined.
Should all Players participating in sudden death play lose their chips at the same time; an additional two
hundred ($200) dollars in Tournament Chips will be issued to each Player in order to complete the sudden
death play until there is a Qualifier for the Semi-Final or Championship Round.
27.	In the event of a tie between two (2) or more Players with a same score in the Championship Round, the
top cash prize for that score and the subsequent cash prize(s) (depending on the number of tied scores)
will be split equally between the Players involved.
28.	All tournament chips must be counted down and verified by the Table Supervisor at the end of each
session before Players leave the tournament table, and the Player must sign for the session score.
Tournament chips must be returned at the end of each session once the score is verified. By signing the
score sheet, the Player agrees to their session score. A Player’s failure to sign their score card will result
in the Player’s relinquishing the score confirmation to the scorekeeper and or tournament official.
29.	Tournament Blackjack will be played in accordance with the approved rules of the game, policies and
procedures, which are currently used at Fallsview Casino Resort, with the inclusion of a tournament
rotating marker. All cards will be dealt face up.
30.	No reshuffles will be allowed during a session except if the cut card should come out. In that case,
regular Blackjack procedures will apply.
31.
Clear hand signals are required for all gaming sessions.
32.	The forty-five thousand ($45,000) Canadian dollar cash prize purse is based on full occupancy of one
hundred sixty-eight (168) Players and may be adjusted accordingly. In the event there is only forty-eight
(48) Semi-Final positions determined, the forty-ninth (49th) position prize will be forfeited and will not
be distributed to the remaining Players.
33.	Cash prizes will be awarded in Canadian currency. Winners not present will have ninety (90) days to
claim their cash prize at any Cage at Fallsview Casino Resort, or that prize will be forfeited and will not
be distributed to the remaining Players.
34.	Any dispute that may arise during tournament play must be submitted by the Player immediately to the
Tournament Official, whose decision will be final. All disputes must be made prior to any Player leaving
the table.
35.	Collusion among Players, or any Player who is observed being coached or having a conversation (either
verbally or visually) may be disqualified. Players are not allowed to discuss betting strategy with anyone
during the course of play.
36.	Only the Sponsor’s tournament equipment will be permitted on tournament tables during play. No
coaching or gaming aids will be permitted.
37.	No tipping of Fallsview Casino Resort Associates with tournament gaming chips is permitted.
38.	The official tournament language is English. Conversing in any other language may be cause for
disqualification, unless translated through an International Host or International Executive Host.
39.	The Player agrees to abide by all tournament rules as published or amended or may be disqualified.
40.	
The Tournament Emcee may announce bets or chip counts throughout the tournament. These
announcements are for the use of the spectators only and have no bearing on the actual tournament play.

Test your luck & skill
in this exciting
one day tournament!

Entry Fee $250 Canadian dollars,
each entry includes:

SESSION TIMES
3:00PM
4:00PM
5:00PM

• 	The chance to win a share of forty-five thousand
($45,000 CDN) dollars in cash.
• 	Each entry allows participants to play in one
qualifying session, with the potential of advancing
to the Semi-Final and Championship Rounds. Should
they not qualify to proceed to the Semi-Final Round, they
may re-buy for another session in the Qualifying Round,
based on availability.

We will be giving away

a GRAND

PRIZE of

$25,000
WEDNESDAY, MAY 24, 2017
FRIDAY, JULY 21, 2017
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2017
FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 2018
SUNDAY, MARCH 25, 2018

•	There will be a random draw for one (1) entry into the
Semi-Final Round that will include all participants from
the tournament with the exception of the forty-eight (48)
participants who will have already qualified for the
Semi-Final Round.

12Noon – 2:30PM
For an entry fee of $250, you will play in
one qualifying session, with the potential of advancing
to the Semi-Final and Championship Rounds.
R ESE RVE YOU R SPOT TODAY BY CALLI NG:

1-877-37-MY-PAC
( 1 - 877 - 37 6 - 972 2 )

6:30PM
AP P ROXI MATE LY

CHAMPIONSHIP ROUND
7:30PM
AP P ROXI MATE LY

Total number of participants: 168
• 	All participants who proceed to the Semi-Final Round will
win a share in the prize purse.
•	All qualifiers for the Semi-Final who do not qualify for the
Championship Round will win $100 CDN.
•	The seven (7) finalists win based on their final rankings.
•	Twenty-one (21) hands/rounds played with two (2)
participants/table in each qualifying round advancing
to the semi-finals; one (1) participant/table in the
semi-finals advances to the Championship Round.
Chips:

Registration at the VIP Desk

SEMI-FINAL ROUND

		$2,000 in chips given for the Qualifying
		 and Semi-Final Rounds
		

$5,000 in chips given for the Championship Round

PRIZE STRUCTURE
PR I Z E

PRIZE AMOUNT

1 ST P LACE
2 N D P LACE
3 RD P LACE
4 TH P LACE
5 TH P LACE
6 TH P LACE
7 TH P LACE
8 TH - 49 TH P LACE

$ 25,000
$ 10,000
$ 3,000
$ 1,200
$ 800
$ 550
$ 250
$ 100

EACH

Bets:
		Qualifying and Semi-Final Round
			 Minimum Bet $25, Maximum Bet $500
		Championship Round
			 Minimum Bet $100, Maximum Bet $2,500

The tournament fee is non-refundable within 7 days of the tournament. Total
value of prizes for this tournament is $45,000 CDN based on full occupancy.
Total value of the grand prize is $25,000 CDN. Must be 19 years of age
or older and a valid PAC member to participate in Fallsview Casino Resort
tournaments. Tournament not open to individuals who are trespassed or have
self-excluded. Fallsview Casino Resort reserves the right to change or cancel
this tournament at any time.

